
Dinner Party (Brian Arrieta) The film will explore the subgenre of romantic drama while
presenting as horror. Subtext: Inability to commit and fears that stem from relationships.
Color Pallett: RED, BLUE, NEUTRAL NUDES, BROWN, WHITE & BLACK
Casual attire for the introduction of Characters
Formalwear for the climax and masks correlating to animals in terms of food chain standing.
The film will share its identity in the same breath as both get out and the texas chainsaw
massacre. The mood will be dark with heavy reliance on tungsten lighting that helps complement
the color pallet.

SCENE 1:
Blues fill the air as we start the film. A night sky that is little time past sunset. The sky has
cooled down and gives off the first breath of eerie nighttime. Our couple walks towards the
house in the midst of an argument that will seemingly affect the rest of the night. We barely
focus on the faces of our “Protagonists” in the beginning. Shots of feet, houses moving as they
inch closer to the doorstep, as well as a shot that resembles that of the texas chainsaw massacre.

“IN THE BEGINNING”
The house is to be presented as a looming threat that will in obvious fashion ramp up in intensity.
The knock that Annie relays to the door will be dramatic, though not in slow motion. I will make
sure that this is seen as the last moment of sanity that Seth will have for the rest of the night… or
rather the rest of his life? (EMPHASIZE THE DREAD AND LOOMING TERROR IN SHOTS)
STEVEN:
Suddenly, the door opens and Steven is at the door. He is wide-eyed to see his daughter and
soon-to-be son-in-law. His energy will be that of the father from get out in the sense that his
inability to anger is the key to his fear-inducing performance.

CHARACTER BREAKDOWN: Smiley attitude that never fades, Protective of his daughter
almost obsessively.



SCENE 2:
They all walk into the home, it is dressed very nicely for the dinner with a nice prep of food,
charcuterie board, and glasses on the table.
Steven brings out a bottle of wine for all to enjoy (relabeled sparkling grape).
Steven and Seth share a moment of keenness and likability between the two.
Very short scene, though we will explore the small relationship they are trying to establish.

SCENE 3:
A small scene of Mary finishing the salad for dinner. The expression she has on her face while
tossing and adding the dressing is that of absence. She feels nothing and stares at the camera with
that non-emotion which in turn makes the audience uncomfortable.
MARY:

CHARACTER BREAKDOWN: Emotionally absent as a person unless it involves her daughter,
Speaks to her husband the same way she does to Seth which is very disrespectful and almost
against them, when dinner time comes, she appears as energetic and eager for the feast.

SCENE 4:
Mary is visibly uncomfortable with Seth and doesn’t find him suited to be with her daughter.
Seth decides to give back the same energy that Mary has given to him which in turn makes the
party tense and heated. Annie tries to calm it down and de-escalate the situation by offering more
wine to the situation. The family goes silent. Steven then reminds them that the table is set and
dinner is ready.
They all calm down and decide to have dinner.
Seth takes a full drink of wine before moving back towards the seats.
Steven offers the middle seat in the middle of the table to Seth, though he seems to be hesitant to
take it, Steven insists telling him that it is for the guest since it is a big night.
Seth starts to feel woozy and looks at everyone as he falls onto the chair.
The final shot before he falls asleep will resemble the texas chainsaw massacre family dinner
scene.



SCENE 5:
This scene will rely heavily on reaction-based coverage where our characters will get medium
close-ups and close-up galore as we see how they react to the words of one another.
Seth's close-ups will resemble those of Chris in the chair in Get Out.

They are all wearing masks that resemble how the food chain works.
The Tiger: The leader of the pack, the hunter, and the provider of the family
The Owl: The watcher of the family, views all and keeps composure
The Bunny Rabbit: The most fragile, to be sheltered and protected by the provider and watcher
& The Pig: The Dinner, That who is to be eaten and taken advantage of

The family is also armed with knives and an axe. There is a plastic tarp on the floor as they
prepare for a very messy dinner.



Close-ups for the family will be uncomfortable and almost too close, yet not extreme close-ups.
(Continue with Reaction-based coverage)

SCENE 6:
This scene focuses on the aftermath of the dinner and shows limbs and other parts taken off of
Seth being served for dinner.
(Midnight Serenade will be final song playing)


